Concession Beverages:
 Responsible for Selling and Stocking concession beverages.
 ID's MUST be checked for anyone appearing to be around 21

Years of Age.

Tickets / Clothing:
 Responsible

for Selling Tickets and clothing and making sure apparel items are
properly displayed.

Concession Food:
 Responsible

for selling concession food, stocking condiments

Bon Fire:
 Provide wood for bon fire to maintain at a controllable
 Ensure people are not standing too close to the fire.
 Monitor and control any horse play around the fire.

rate.

Security / Trash:
 Monitor

trash cans around the site and remove and replace any trash cans that
are full.
 Carry-ins (beer, beverages, food, etc.) are not permitted – Monitor tents to
ensure compliance!
 Assist in making sure ID's are being checked for beer sales.
Rink Monitors:
 Need to wear vest to signify position. Pick up vest from check-in table.
 YOU ARE THE ADULT PRESENCE AT YOUR ASSIGNED RINK. If not

helping
with puck chasing, you should be located near the high school referee and
paying attention to the game play to assist with score keeping / penalty calling
as necessary. Understand that it is at times difficult for a high school aged kid
to call a penalty in an adult game. It is your job to assist with this and make
sure rules are enforced. Make sure referee (high school player) knows you are
the rink monitor and are there to help.
 Brief yourself on game rules prior to going to your assigned rink.
 Be conscious of time to ensure games start on time. High School players will
have stop watches to track game time.
 Make sure your rink has adequate number of pucks and puck chasers. Assist in
puck chasing when necessary.
 Assist with any disputes involved in game play.

Puck Chasers: MUST WEAR HELMET
 Make

sure rink is supplied with adequate amount of pucks (minimum 4 pucks per
rink).
 Chase pucks that go out of bounds and return to either the referee, rink monitor,
or toss into game play pending situation. If player is signaling to you for a puck
throw the puck to that player.
Beer Sales at Sledding Hill:
 Responsible

for selling beer to appropriately aged individuals at sledding hill
area.
 CHECK ID's FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS AROUND THE AGE OF 21
 Keep concession / tournament staff apprised of the inventory of beer at the
sledding hill to allow for sufficient time to restock the cooler.

